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ABSTRACT  

Major advances in the buckling analysis of cylindrical shells have been achieved in the last two 

decades. Eurocode nowadays provides rules for tanks up to r/t = 5000. However, since only few 

literature has become available in the past, dealing specifically with very thin walled shells in the 

range between r/t = 1500 and r/t = 10000, code provisions either are quite conservative or, in case 

of r/t > 5000, do barely exist. Employing modern construction methods, close-to perfect, very thin-

walled shells can be built that are out of the scope of the design codes. Therefore, to achieve more 

economical designs and a better sustainability, sophisticated design tools have to be used. 

In this paper, modifications and extensions of the current design procedure are proposed to 

overcome current limitations and drawbacks. A review of experiments with a special focus on 

cylinders with high r/t-ratios was conducted and modified lower bound approximation curves for 

the knock-down factor α deduced. They were checked against representative experiments from 

literature. Test results recalculated using an axisymmetric imperfection to explore their equivalent 

imperfection depth, proved that even small imperfections drastically reduce the buckling strength. 

Using a parametric study, the result range of α was extended up to r/t = 10000. The design proposal 

could be approved and an equation for the determination of an equivalent imperfection depth that 

relates the dependence of α to the imperfection depth and the r/t-ratio is proposed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Thin-walled cylindrical shells are often employed as tanks for the storage of liquid mediums such as 

oil and water. Typical constructions are, e.g., welded flat bottom tanks erected by joining pre-

curved panels together by butt welds on site. Usually, a ring stiffener is placed at the upper edge of 

the tank to provide sufficient stiffness and strength against wind and external pressure due to wind 

and/or drainage of the medium. Typical r/t-ratios up to 3500 are reached, since the weldability of 

steel limits the lowest plate thickness that can be employed. 

Other construction methods currently practiced allow for lower minimum plate thicknesses. Spirally 

welded tanks, currently built by Lipp [1], are used with a lower limit of 3 mm of plate thickness. 

The seaming procedure employed by the same company [2] has been used for joining steel as thin 

as 1.5 mm in the past even for large diameter tanks with diameters up to 30 m (r/t = 10000). 

Nowadays tanks up to 36 m in diameter are built with a minimum thickness of 2.5 mm, reaching a 

r/t-ratio of approximately 5200. Bolted tanks, typically made of stainless or enamelled steel [3], are 

built up to 32 m diameter starting at 1.5 mm thickness. Typical r/t-ratios are between 3000 and 

10000. An example can be found in [4]. A sufficient resistance against natural hazards is achieved 

by employing light ring-stiffeners at the horizontal connection between two strakes and a heavy 

wind girder at the top of the tank. 

Axial buckling may occur when the roof is carrying snow and a vacuum develops due to the 

drainage of the medium. Meridional forces as well develop when the tank is subjected to a wind 

load. Approximately at 90° to the windward meridian, axial forces occur at the bottom of the tank. 

This compressional membrane force may reach high values depending on the ovalization of the tank 

due to the circumferentially uneven wind load distribution. If wind and filling loads are combined, 

an elephants-foot buckle may develop if the plate does not provide sufficient strength.  
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Figure 1: Experimental strength of isotropic axially compressed cylinders [5] 

While typical tanks are within the scope of [6] and [7], tanks with high r/t-ratios exceeding 5000 are 

not sufficiently covered by the codes. Unfortunately, this limits the use of sustainable, material-

efficient structures. Currently light-weight tanks are used especially in the agricultural and the 

biogas industry as a competitor to tanks made of reinforced concrete. Until today, the absence of 

sufficient and safe, but not too conservative rules make it hard for steel structures to gain more 

market share in these industries due to its higher cost compared to concrete tanks. 

As a contribution to the discussion regarding the axial buckling behaviour of very thin-walled 

shells, this article first explores some of the major milestones of past experimental research. The 

results are compared to the design curves as demanded in [6] and deficits are pointed out. 

Representative experiments are chosen as a basis for the deduction of equivalent imperfection 

depths using an eigenform affine, axisymmetric  imperfection. The results are extended with a 

parametric study involving r/t-ratios from 500 up to 10000. Finally, conclusions are drawn and 

modified buckling curves are proposed that allow a closer approximation of the real bearing 

capacity of very thin-walled cylinders.  

2 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Amongst the remarkable experimental studies conducted in the past are the ones of Kanemitsu [8], 

who explored the length dependence of axially compressed shells. Later on, especially in the 60s 

and 70s, remarkable progress was achieved while many experiments were carried out. A collection 

of results was presented by Harris et al. [5]. The collection of Harris was extended to r/t-ratios up to 

4200 with the report STL/TR-60-0000-19425 in 1960 [9]. Very thin-walled shells were made of 

non-steel materials like Mylar that does not have similar properties as structural steel. However, 

since the maximum buckling load is mainly governed by the critical load, those results may be 

adopted into studies regarding axial buckling of cylinders as well. The design procedure present in 

the DIN documents [10] was heavily influenced by the work of Bornscheuer that proposed the use 

of the slenderness parameter λ̅ rather than the r/t-ratio to plot the buckling reduction factors against 

[11].  He used a large compilation of test results, mainly focussing on shells made of steel or steel-

alike materials to derive lower bound buckling reduction parameters χ. A large collection of 

carefully reviewed test data has been summed up by Waeteraere [12]. Diagrams using Waeteraeres 

results have been published, e.g. in the ECCS recommendations (5th edition) [13] that provide the 

most recent and comprehensive guidelines and backgrounds to the buckling design of shells today. 

Barlag collected experimental data on ring-stiffened shells subject to axial compression [14]. Gettel 

did that for non-stiffened cylindrical shells under different loading conditions [15].  

The design procedure adopted into the current Eurocodes has been mainly influenced by Rotter 

[16], [17]. By making the knock-down factor αx dependant on the fabrication quality, higher 

buckling resistances are allowed for close to perfect cylinders. The attention of researchers has been 

drawn towards measurements of built tanks yielding a database from which the characteristic 
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Figure 2: Knock-down factors αx of experiments and their approximation up to r/t = 10000 

imperfection amplitude Δwk could be extracted. While for a certain range of geometries a close fit 

to the curves of Δwk can be achieved, naturally, another range of geometries cannot be equivalently 

approximated without making the design process more complex. Hübner stated that the values of 

the characteristic imperfection depth are very conservative for r/t ≈ 3000 [18].  

Especially bolted tanks can be built very thin-walled with a close-to-perfect shape. Hence, 

adjustments of existing rules to cover those kinds of constructions are needed.  

According to the actual design procedure of the Eurocodes, the maximum value for αx may not 

exceed 0.62. With higher r/t-ratios this value decreases rapidly and reaches 0.022 at r/t = 10000 

(tolerance class C (TC C)), respectively 0.076 (tolerance class A (TC A)). However, experimentally 

obtained results, presented in fig. 1, are not falling far below 0.10. When the lowest three results are 

neglected, the lowest α-value may be taken as approx. 0.12, which exceeds the present codified 

lower bound value around five times. It becomes obvious, that high r/t-ratios need reconsideration. 

Until more measurement results of built-up tanks with high r/t-ratios are available, that allow for a 

more precise approximation of the characteristic imperfection amplitude Δwk in the high 

slenderness range, the only possibility to deal with very thin-walled structures is a comparison with 

experimental results available. 

Obviously, lower bound values of experimentally derived knock-down factors are slightly 

overestimated by the approximation (fig. 2 with χexp,nst for unstiffened shells and χexp,rst for ring-

stiffened shells). However, when plotted against λ̅ (fig. 3), the lower bound character of the derived 

curves given with eqs. 2-5 is clearly visible.  

To derive the reduction factors χx of the group of test results at χx ≈ 0.03 and λ̅ ≈ 4.25, the knock-

down factor αx should have a value of approximately 0.55 while for the group of results at λ̅ ≈ 5.25 

αx should be around 0.83. Those two groups have not been considered for the derivation of the 

approximation of αx. 

Figure 3: Buckling reduction factors χx of experiments and their approximation up to 𝛌 ̅= 6.0 
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The curves χprop,TCA, χprop,TCB and χprop,TCC may be analytically reproduced using the design 

procedure proposed by EN 1993-1-6, 8.5 with the following parameters and modifications: 
 

λ̅𝑥,0 = 0.25, β = 0.60, η = 0.60, Q = 16/25/40 (TC: C/B/A) (1) 

βef = β(
𝑓y
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 (5) 

 

Finally, the results derived are plotted as an overlay into the diagram published in [13] to give an 

overview of the behaviour in the slenderness range up to λ̅ ≈ 2.5 (fig. 4). A close lower bound 

approximation of test results in the elastic-plastic regime can achieved using the proposed 

modifications. At higher slenderness, although barely visible, a clear lower bound curve is 

established for tolerance class C (e.g. crosses the curve test results marked with “x” in the range of  

λ̅ ≈ 1.75…2.10; at λ̅ ≈ 2.25 one test result, marked as diamond in red, is slightly overestimated). 

A comparison between results derived with the Eurocode provisions (EC,TC C) and the buckling 

resistances obtained using the modifications proposed with this paper (prop,TC C) is presented in 

fig. 5 for TC C. The test results published in [15] (marked as χexp,nst) are compared against the 

design procedures (no safety factors applied). Unsafe results in the elastic-plastic buckling regime, 

as obtained with the Eurocode provisions, are avoided and conservatism is greatly reduced in the 

high slenderness range when the proposed buckling curves of this paper are applied. 

 

Figure 4: Proposed design curves plotted into diagram published in [13] 
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Figure 5: Comparison of test results with Eurocode provisions and proposed modifications 

3 RECALCULATION OF EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments in table 1 were taken from the collection published in [15]. Units adopted are mm for 

lengths, N/mm² for stresses and kN/mm² for the young’s modulus E. 

 

Table 1: Experimental values for recalculation 

 
measured from experiments calculated from measured values 

no r t l E fy σnst σcrit λ αx.nst χx.nst 

1 350 1.250 340 230 240 104.3 497.0 0.69 0.210 0.435 

2 600 3.090 150 210 343 226.7 654.3 0.72 0.346 0.661 

3 500 0.611 1500 202 187 26 149.3 1.12 0.174 0.139 

4 222 0.127 546 72.3 70 5.64 25.0 1.67 0.225 0.081 

5 102 0.254 203 4.96 41.3 1.97 7.5 2.35 0.264 0.048 

6 102 0.076 203 5.05 41.3 1.27 2.3 4.25 0.556 0.031 

7 222 0.081 546 186 758 7.56 41.2 4.29 0.183 0.010 

8 102 0.051 203 4.83 41.3 1.03 1.5 5.33 0.708 0.025 
 

Table 2: Bearing capacities derived with Eurocode and proposal for TC C 

 

calculated by design procedure αx.nst χx.nst αx.nst χx.nst 
 

no αx.EC.TC C χEC.TC C αx.prop.TC C χprop.TC C αx.EC.TC C χEC.TC C αx.prop.TC C χprop.TC C wk,eq/t 

1 0.204 0.423 0.188 0.390 0.973 0.973 0.897 0.897 0.80 

2 0.242 0.455 0.196 0.374 0.698 0.689 0.566 0.566 0.34 

3 0.115 0.092 0.167 0.134 0.658 0.658 0.961 0.961 1.58 

4 0.072 0.026 0.154 0.055 0.319 0.319 0.683 0.683 1.55 

5 0.170 0.031 0.181 0.033 0.646 0.646 0.687 0.687 0.57 

6 0.085 0.005 0.159 0.009 0.153 0.153 0.285 0.285 0.19 

7 0.054 0.003 0.147 0.008 0.281 0.281 0.764 0.764 2.30 

8 0.066 0.002 0.152 0.005 0.093 0.093 0.214 0.214 0.16 
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Figure 6: χ as a function of wk/t (l.), experiment results used for comparison in χ-λ diagram (r.) 

No detailed measured imperfection patterns were available. Therefore, a GMNIA (geometrically, 

materially non-linear analysis including imperfections) was performed employing the first 

axisymmetric buckling eigenmode as a deviation of the perfect cylinder. This type of imperfection 

can easily be deduced by a LBA (linear buckling analysis) and leads to reasonable reductions of 

buckling strength. Another imperfection shape used in many calculations, the weld depression, does 

not reduce the buckling strength equally as much as an eigenform pattern [19] and therefore is not 

adopted into the analysis to maintain lower bound buckling strengths. 

The commercial finite element software package Sofistik [20] was used. The mesh size was used as 

six elements per buckling half wave down the meridian and with a length/height-ratio of 1/2. The 

calculations were carried out load controlled, using a transient dynamic analysis with a time 

increment larger than 100 times the eigen period and load increments not larger than 0.025 times 

the critical load. Eigenvalues were derived for every fourth load step. If the eigenvalue switched 

from larger one to smaller one between two load steps, all eigenvalues in that interval were 

computed. The limit load was then determined using linear interpolation between the refined load 

levels. After bifurcation, the post-buckling path was traced, switching to a displacement controlled 

calculation. However, since no larger limit loads could be achieved in the post-buckling regime, 

those results are not included in further analysis. 

The imperfection depth was chosen in the range of wk/t = 0 … 10. Results are depicted in fig. 6 with 

the numbers of the graphs according to the shell numbers in tables 1 and 2.  Imperfections smaller 

than wk/t = 2 reliably result in a huge loss of bearing capacity between 409 % (shell 8) and 563 % 

(shell 5). A further reduction from wk/t = 2 to wk/t = 10 for shells no. 1-3 does not exceed     323 % 

(shell 2), while for shells no. 4-8 a maximum reduction of 63% is achieved (shell 8). Shells 4 and 5 

slightly gain strength as the amplitude exceeds wk/t = 5. 

Obviously, the equivalent imperfection amplitudes, that lead to a close estimation of the test results, 

barely exceed a value wk/t = 2. That is in good agreement with currently available literature, since in 

many publications, such as [21], no deeper shape deviations than wk/t = 2 are explored. 

Imperfection depths in current Eurocodes are not based on extensive calibration using, e.g., 

numerical calculations of test results [13]. Consequently, amplitudes of up to wk,eq/t = 10 (for          

r/t = 10000, TC C, eq. 8.30 of [6]) are derived. In [13] it is recommended to examine a range from       

0.5 wk,eq/t to wk,eq/t. The curves plotted in the range of wk/t = 0.05 to 2.5 in fig. 8.14 of [13] 

emphasize that the knock-down factor α may rise if the imperfection amplitude is chosen to deep. A 

minimum value for α can be derived for wk/t = 0.5 ( [13], figure 8.14). 

Using an axisymmetric imperfection deduced from an LBA, it seems satisfactory to apply 

imperfection depths not deeper than wk/t = 2. However, based on the results shown in fig. 6, the 

error is small when this depth is exceeded. Anyway, care should be taken, since shells 4 and 5  
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Figure 7: Numerically derived knock-down factor α dependant on the r/t-ratio 

showed a gain in resistance as the imperfection grows above wk/t = 5 and a range of imperfection 

depths should be examined to determine a clear minimum load. 

The knock-down factor αx remains constant at the value that is derived approximately at r/t = 1000 

even for large r/t-ratios greater than 2500 [21]. So, the decrease of the buckling strength in the       

χ-λ̅-diagram should be due to the increasing slenderness only. However, the current Eurocode 

design procedure prescribes a decreasing knock-down factor α as the r/t-ratios and, typically, the 

slenderness, increases. The reduction of α in connection with an increase of λ̅ results in a double 

reduction and, hence, to very conservative buckling reduction factors χ. 

4 PARAMETRIC STUDY 

A parametric study was conducted using the model and analysis procedure described in section 3. 

The height to radius ratio was kept constantly as one. Geometries between r/t = 250 and 10000 have 

been considered. The results in terms of the knock-down factor α are depicted in fig. 7. 

In the low r/t-range the high values for α, predicted by eq. 3, do not influence the design outcome 

significantly (buckling is elastic-plastic or plastic for low r/t-ratios). In the range of scope, starting 

at r/t ≥ 500 it is approved that, while small imperfection depths decrease the buckling load rather 

dramatic compared to the perfect cylinder, this effect becomes less and less dramatic as the 

imperfection depth increases further (fig. 8). 

If r/t-ratios up to 500 are neglected, a clear lower boundary curve can be deduced (fig. 8). Lower 

r/t-ratios are affected by material plasticity and, hence, α alone is not the decisive criterion for the 

determination of the buckling resistance. The expectations arising from the review of experimental 

results (fig. 1) perfectly agree with the outcome of the numerical calculations. The lower limit of α 

around 0.12, regardless of the r/t-ratio, is approved and may be approximated closely using eq. 6. 

 

Figure 8: Lower bound of numerically derived knock-down factors α dependant on wk/t 
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The knock-down factor α has been determined by examining experiments in dependence of the r/t-

ratio. Additionally, it has been numerically assessed by variation of the imperfection amplitude wk/t. 

Finally, by equating both equations for α, a relation can be established that links the imperfection 

depth to the r/t-ratio (eq. 7).  

The curves are compared graphically to the Eurocode’s proposal in fig 9. 

αx,num = −
−0.129

−1.145 + 0.465𝑤k/𝑡 
 (6) 

𝑤k,eq

𝑡
≈ 1.306(ln(

Q

Q − 5.150 (
r
t)
0.11) − 0.135) (7) 

 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of equivalent imperfection amplitudes – Eurocode and proposal (eq. 7) 

5 COMPARISON OF EUROCODE RULES WITH PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

The proposed design procedure is verified and compared against the Eurocode provisions. The 

results are depicted in figs. 10 and 11. For verification, a cylinder with r = 2000 mm, l/r ≈ 1,           

fy = 355 N/mm² and E = 210000 N/mm² was used. The thickness t was varied between 0.2 mm and 

8.0 mm. The factors α and χ have been deduced in dependence of the r/t-ratio. Tolerance class C 

was assumed. 

As can be seen in fig. 10, the determined knock-down factors using the Eurocode provisions (αx,EC) 

do not closely represent the numerically determined α-values with imperfection depths of Eurocode 

used (αx,num,EC). At r/t = 10000, the numerical value exceeds the hand-calculated α about 5.5 times. 

In the case of a low r/t-ratio, r/t = 125, the numerically determined factor is lower than the hand-

calculated α value. However, this is not critical, since the yield strength is relevant for this r/t-ratio. 

The curves of the proposal (eqs. 2-5) show an almost perfect agreement. Only minor differences of 

hand-calculated and numerically determined knock-down values can be detected in fig. 10 in the 

lower r/t range up to r/t ≈ 1000. A smaller imperfection amplitude according to eq. 7 allows an 

approximate increase of the α-value between 12 % and 35 % compared to αx,num,EC that is derived 

with an imperfection amplitude following current Eurocode provisions. 

Qualitatively, the result is the same, when the buckling reduction factors χ are compared (fig. 11). 
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Figure 10: Comparison of αx determined by Eurocode, proposal and numerical calculations 

 

Figure 11: Comparison of χx determined by Eurocode, proposal and numerical calculations 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments published in literature have been reviewed with a special focus on slender shells. It 

could be revealed that a lower limit for the knock-down factor αx exists, which, especially in the 

high slenderness range, allows considerably higher buckling reduction factors χx. A modified 

formulation to determine those two factors has been proposed and may be adopted into the current 

Eurocode design practice. A closer approximation of the test results in the elastic-plastic and the 

elastic regime is achieved. Using experiments to check if the depth of the equivalent imperfections 

prescribed in EN 1993-1-6 are reasonable for the design of shells using numerical analysis, it was 

found out that the amplitudes may be considerably too large when an axisymmetric imperfection 

derived by LBA is employed. It could be shown that a largely reduced amplitude is satisfactory to 

achieve a buckling resistance that closely approximates the design curves proposed. 

No extensive testing of the proposed calculation of the imperfection depth has been carried out until 

today. Unless the depth can be confirmed by further numerical studies, care should be taken in the 

numerical assessment of cylindrical shells suffering axial compression when the proposal of this 

paper is applied. 
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